Listen Up
(Expander for Listen Four and Listen IO)

4ms Company

User Manual 1.0 – Sept. 19, 2019

The Listen Up is a passive expander module which provides stereo 1/4” (6.35mm) jacks for the Listen
IO, Listen Four, and WAV Recorder modules. There are two pairs of stereo jacks, each pair connects
to a module using the included 3-pin cables. Both pairs of jacks can be connected to the same
module to provide 1/4’’ (6.35mm) inputs or outputs, or each of the two pairs can be connected to
separate modules. The module requires no power and is available as a kit or built unit. For
convenience, the top pair of jacks is labeled “Left/Right In” and the bottom pair is labeled “Left/Right
Out”, but either pair of jacks can be used as an input or output.
The Listen Up features:
• Four 1/4” (6.35mm) jacks arranged in two stereo pairs.
• Each stereo pair can be connected to the same module or to separate modules.
• Each stereo pair (left/right) is bi-directional (input or output).
• Left In and Left Out jacks are TRS stereo if corresponding Right jack is not unpatched.
• Uses no power.
• Connects directly to host module using 3-pin cables.
• Two 3-pin cables included.
• 4HP
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Setting up your Listen Up
1. Power off your Eurorack system.
2. Plug one of the included 3-pin cables to one of
the 3-pin connectors on the back of the Listen
Up.
3. Plug the other end of the cable to a 3-pin
connector on the back of the main module
(Listen IO, Listen Four, or WAV Recorder). Make
sure the same color wire is facing towards the
top at both ends of the cable.
4. If you want to connect the Listen Up to another
3-pin header (on the same or different module),
use the other included 3-pin cable and repeat the
previous two steps.
5. Using the included screws, securely attach the
Listen Up to the rails of your case.
6. Power on your Eurorack system.

FAQ
Which way do I connect the 3-pin cable?
It does not matter which color wire is on top, just be consistent. In the example images, the white wire
is on top. If you reverse one side of the cable (e.g. white wire on top at one end, and black wire on top
at the other end) then the modules will function perfectly, except that the left and right channels will be
swapped.
My Listen IO or Listen Four module has two (or more) headers, which one do I use?
On the Listen IO and Listen Four, there are headers labeled INS and OUTS. You can choose either one
(or both), depending on whether you want to use the Listen Up for 1/4” inputs or outputs (or both).
Can I use the Left In and Right In jacks as outputs?
Yes! And you can use the Left Out and Right Out jacks as inputs. Both sets of jacks are bi-directional
and identical. The faceplate is labeled for a common typical use (stereo inputs and stereo outputs) but
you can safely use either pair of jacks for any signal.
Why are the Left In/Out jacks labeled “stereo”?
If you want to use a TRS stereo cable with the Listen Up, plug it into the left jack and do not plug
anything into the right jack. The right signal will appear on the ring of the TRS cable, and the left signal
will appear on the tip.
If you want to connect a stereo signal using two cables (one for left and one for right), then plug the
cables into the left and right jacks of the Listen Up. The jacks are compatible with TS (mono) and TRS
(stereo) cables, but the TRS stereo feature will only be active if the right jack is not patched.
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Using a Listen IO v1.0

Look at the back of your Listen IO module to see what version you have. Version 1.0 and 1.0RC1 are
the same. Version 1.1 and 1.2 are described in the following section.
The Listen IO version 1.0 has two headers: INS and OUTS. Both headers correspond to the
1/8” (3.5mm) line level jacks. Connecting a Listen Up allows you to add 1/4” (6.35mm) line-level inputs
and outputs to your modular system. Typically, you will connect the top header of the Listen Up to the
top header of the Listen IO, and the bottom header of the Listen Up to the bottom header of the Listen
IO (see photo above on the right). Alternatively, you can choose to connect only one of the headers
and use the second Listen Up header for a different module.
Connecting a Listen IO to the INS header will connect the 1/4” (6.35mm) jacks to the Line In on the
top half of the Listen IO.
Connecting a Listen IO to the OUTS header will connect the 1/4” (6.35mm) jacks to the Line Out of the
bottom half of the Listen IO.
You can always use the Listen IO’s jacks at the same time as the Listen Up’s 1/4” (6.35mm) jacks. The
signals will be automatically mixed and/or split.
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Using a Listen IO v1.1 and later

The Listen IO version 1.1 and later versions have four headers: LINE IN and MOD OUT on the top;
MOD IN and LINE OUT on the bottom. You can use two of these pairs with a single Listen Up module.
(If you have two Listen Up’s then you can use all four headers).
The LINE IN header connects to the Line In section on the top half of the Listen IO. Connecting a
Listen Up here will give you 1/4” (6.35mm) line level inputs. The signal will be boosted by the Listen IO
to modular level and will output on the Listen IO’s Mod Out 1/8” (3.5mm) jacks.
The MOD OUT header connects to the Mod Out section on the top half of the Listen IO. Connecting a
Listen Up here will give you 1/4” (6.35mm) modular level outputs. This can be useful for connecting to
modular synthesizers with 1/4” jacks that input +/-12V or +/-15V signals.
The MOD IN header connects to the Mod In section on the bottom half of the Listen IO. Connecting a
Listen Up here will give you 1/4” (6.35mm) modular level inputs. This can be useful for connecting from
modular synthesizers with 1/4” jacks that output +/-12V or +/-15V signals. The signal will be
attenuated by the Listen IO module (based on the position of the bottom knob) and will output on the
Listen IO’s Line Out jacks.
The LINE OUT header connects to the Line Out section on the bottom half of the Listen IO.
Connecting a Listen Up here will give you 1/4” (6.35mm) line level outputs.
In all cases, you can use the jacks on the Listen Up at the same time as the jacks on the Listen IO. The
signals will be automatically mixed and/or split without attenuation.
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Using a Listen Four

The Listen Four has two headers: INS and OUTS.
Connecting the Listen Up to the INS header will provide 1/4” (6.35mm) inputs to the Listen Four as a
fifth channel. The other four channels on the Listen Four can be used as normal. There will be no level
control for the signal coming from the Listen Up, except for the Main Level knob and the headphone
level knob.
Connecting the Listen Up to the OUTS header will provide 1/4” (6.35mm) main outputs to the Listen
Four. The Listen Four’s Main Level knob will control the volume of the outputs. Note that even though
the Left Out jack on the Listen Up works with TRS cables to carry a stereo signal, it will not output a
balanced signal. To use balanced 1/4” (6.35mm) stereo signals, we recommend the Listen Four
Quarters module.
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Using a WAV Recorder
The WAV Recorder has one 3-pin header which connects to the
input jacks on the WAV Recorder. The normalization jumper on the
WAV Recorder must be removed (see WAV Recorder User
Manual). Connecting a Listen Up to a WAV Recorder will allow you
to record directly from 1/4” (6.35mm) cables. Note that if you are
using line level signals on the 1/4” cables, you should set the Gain
knob of the WAV Recorder to maximum.
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Electrical and Mechanical Specifications
• 4HP Eurorack format module.
• 0.94” (23.8mm) maximum depth.
• Passive module, requires no power.
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